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Abstract
Utility-maximization models for optimizing portfolio choices can be subdivided into two classes: those based on maximizing the expected utility of
lifetime consumption and those based on maximizing the expected utility of
retirement wealth. It is argued that the first type of model, which optimizes
both saving and investment decisions, is difficult to apply in practice because
of inadequate (or unreliable) information about individual preferences. Although the second type of model only optimizes investment decisions, it is
of greater practical value because fewer data on individual preferences are required. The second type of model is used to derive formulae for the optimal
portfolio choice at any duration from retirement, assuming that risky investment returns follow a geometric Brownian motion and that the utility function
is of the hyperbolic absolute risk aversion (HARA) class. It is shown that individuals who expect to make further contributions to their fund should switch
into less risky portfolios on nearing retirement.
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Introduction
The growing popularity of defined-contribution pension plans has
created a need for practical methods of advising the members of such
plans on their portfolio choices. The mean-variance model for portfolio choice developed by Markowitz (1952) is a special case of a more
general multi-period approach based on the maximization of expected
utility. The utility-maximization problem can be formulated as one of
two models:
• Maximization of the expected utility of lifetime consumption with
due allowance for the bequest motive; or
• Maximization of the expected utility of terminal wealth (e.g., at
retirement).
Merton (1969, 1971) develops these models in continuous time and
derives closed-form solutions for certain classes of utility functions.
Although these results are useful as a description of the kinds of behavior we might expect from individuals in a hypothetical equilibrium
scenario, it is an open question whether utility-maximization models
can be used in a normative way, i.e., as a tool for financial profeSSionals
to help individuals with their saving and investing decisions.
The normative use of utility-maximization models for members of
defined-contribution pension plans is considered in some detail by Thomson (1998, 2002), who focuses on the second type of model based on
the utility of retirement wealth. The utility functions of 49 individuals 1 were derived from answers to a standardized questionnaire, and
discrete-time dynamic programming was used to obtain optimal portfolio choices for each individual, using a vector autoregressive model
for investment returns from different asset-types. As Thomson uses
a fairly complex parametric form for the utility function, no simple
closed-form solution emerges for the optimal portfolio at any duration
from retirement.
In this article, we examine the utility of the lifetime consumption
model and conclude that it is unlikely that it could be used in a practical manner to advise individuals on consumption and portfolio choices.
Although maximizing the expected utility of retirement wealth is a less
generalized approach, we argue that this is how the problem should be
formulated in a defined-contribution pension plan when the rate of saving is assumed to be predetermined. We then use discrete-time dynamic
1 They

were the parents (or other relatives) of South African university students.
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programming to derive Merton's solution for a lump sum investment
and extend it to cover the more realistic situation in which the plan
member is investing future contributions as well as an initial fund. A
graphical presentation of these results, which would allow an individual to optimize his/her portfolio over the period up to retirement, is
presented.

2 Utility of the Lifetime Consumption Model
Financial markets allow individuals to redistribute consumption over
their lives in order to increase their overall satisfaction. If we add
increments to the income of an individual in any single time period,
each successive increment will be used to satisfy wants that are less
urgently felt. This simple intuition gives rise to the principle of diminishing marginal utility, as discovered in the late nineteenth century by
neo-classical economists such as Menger (1871). It follows that an individual can increase the utility of lifetime consumption by transferring
wealth from high-income periods to low-income periods. The most effective way of doing this is to save when income is high and to borrow
(or run down savings) when income is low.
Merton (1969) describes a model in which individuals can invest in
a single risky asset and combine this with an arbitrary level of borrowing or lending at a constant risk-free rate. Although it may seem
unduly restrictive to allow only one risky asset, this approach is justified by the separation principle of portfolio theory, which states that the
set of efficient portfolios for investors who can borrow or lend at the
risk-free rate contains a unique sub-portfolio of risky assets; see, for
example, Cuthbertson (1998) for a simple derivation of this principle.
The amount of risk-free borrowing or lending in the optimal portfolio
depends on the risk tolerance of the investor, but the sub-portfolio of
risky assets is the same for all investors. Hence, the single risky asset
in Merton's model can be taken as the optimal sub-portfolio of risky assets. It should be noted, however, that the separation principle is only
valid when all the assets in the portfolio are marketable.
In Merton's model, it is assumed that an individual with some initial
wealth invests and consumes this wealth over a fixed lifespan, leaving
a bequest for descendants. The more general form of the model allows
for future earnings as well as investment gains. The aim of the model
is to determine optimal values for both:
• The amount of wealth that is consumed (Le., spent on goods and
services) at any duration; and
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• The proportion of wealth invested in the risky asset at any duration.
This is achieved by maximizing the expected value of a function that
depends both on the utility of lifetime consumption and the amount of
the bequest.

2.1

Mathematical Description of the Model

For ease of explanation, we present the model in a discrete-time
framework. The remaining lifespan of the individual is certain and is
divided into N sub-intervals, each of duration Llt, so that sub-interval
k + 1 is [kM, (k + I)M), for k = 0,1, ... ,N -1. The following variables
are defined:
Wk =

Total wealth of the individual at the start of sub-interval k + 1;

Sk =

Salary payment received at the start of sub-interval k + 1;

Gk =

Wealth consumed at the start of sub-interval k + 1;

Xk =

Proportion of wealth invested in the risky asset at start of subinterval k + 1;

c5k

=

Random force of return on risky asset over sub-interval k + 1;
and

p

=

Constant risk-free force of return over each sub-interval.

The variables c5k and p are small forces of growth measured over
the duration Llt. The former is a random variable that depends on the
stochastic process used to model the return on the risky asset, whereas
the latter is given by:
p=rM

where r is the annual risk-free force of interest.
The total wealth of the individual must change over each sub-interval
as follows:
Wk+l = (1 - Xk)(Wk + Sk - Gk)e P + Xk(Wk + Sk - Gk)e Dk

(1)

where Wk, Gk, Sk are non-negative for k = 0,1, ... ,N - 1. Equation (1)
is known as the individual's budget constraint, as future consumption
is constrained by initial wealth and future earnings.
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At the end of the nth sub-interval, n = 1,2, ... , N - 1, it is assumed
that the individual wishes to maximize lEn [In] where:
N-l

In =

L U(Gk)e- ke + B(WN)

(2)

k=n

lEn =

Expected value operator given the information available
at the end of the nth sub-interval;

U ( .) = Utility function for consumption at any duration;
B(·) =

Bequest function giving the utility of wealth at death; and

e=

A parameter reflecting the subjective time-preference for
consumption. 2

Although the proportion invested in the risky asset, X n , does not
appear explicitly in equation (2), it is clear from the budget constraint
that the value chosen for Xn will affect the distribution of future wealth
and hence the expected value of In. Thus, we must find the optimal
values G~ and X~ of G n and X n , respectively, that maximize IEn[In].
These optimal values will depend on the current amount of wealth,
future salary payments, and the length of the remaining lif.espan. We
can represent them as functions of the following form:
G~ = G(Wn , Sn, Sn+l, ..... , SN-l, N - n)
X~

= X(Wn,Sn,Sn+l, ..... ,SN-l,N - n).

If we assume that the individual can revise the consumption and
portfolio choices at the start of each remaining time interval, the optimization problem is not straightforward. We must find the values of
G n and Xn that maximize the expected value of In, given that the individual will apply the same optimizing procedure at the start of each
future time interval. Moreover, we cannot predict what the optimal fUture values of Gk and Xk will be (for k > n ), because they will depend
on future wealth. As part of the wealth is being invested in a risky asset,
the future wealth at any duration will be a random variable; thus, the
optimal future values of Gk and Xk must also be random.
The problem outlined above is referred to as a multi-period problem in the financial literature, e.g., Mo~sin (1968), and its solution is
based on an algorithm developed by. Bellman (1959). This algorithm is
applied in Section 3, where results are obtained for the model based on
maximizing the expected utility of retirement wealth.
2For more on subjective time-preferences, see Appendix A3.
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Closed-Form Solution

Merton approached the problem of maximization of the expected
utility of lifetime consumption in continuous time, showing that closedform solutions for G~ and x~ exist under the following conditions:
1. The stochastic process for the return on the risky asset is of the

form:

2. The utility function for consumption G is of the form:
U(G) = (G - Gmin)l-Y,

(3)

1-y
where Gmin and yare positive constants; and

3. The bequest function is of a similar form to the utility function or

zero.
The first condition assumes that investment returns on the risky asset
follow a geometric Brownian motion. The second condition requires
that the utility function belongs to the hyperbolic absolute risk aversion
(HARA) class. The parameter Gmin can be thought of as the minimum
level of consumption required for subsistence, at which point the risk
tolerance of the individual is zero, and y is the limiting value of the
individual's relative risk aversion as G - 00.
If we set Gmin = 0 we obtain the sub-class of iso-elastic utility functions, for which the solution for x~ has a simple form. In the case of
an individual with no future earnings (Le., Sk = 0 for k > n ), it can be
shown that:

x*n

=

r) e

(J.1y(T2
-

P•

(4)

As all the parameters on the right side of equation (4) are constants,3
the same proportion of accumulated wealth should be invested in the
risky asset at all points in the lifespan. This appears to be a refutation of
lifestyle investment strategies, (Booth and Yakoubov, 2000) where portfolios are progressively Switched into less risky assets as the individual
ages, but the result only applies when there are no future earnings.
3In the continuous time limit given by Merton eP

-

1.
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If the individual does expect to receive future earnings, the same
proportion of the total wealth (Le., the sum of the accumulated wealth
and the present value of future earnings) should be invested in the
risky asset. Thus, the proportion of accumulated wealth that should be
invested in the risky asset is given by:

r)

* _ (J1 - 2
Xn yo-

Wn - G~

e

p
(

Wn

+ N-l
I Ske-(k-n)p )
-

k=n
G*n

+ Sn

.

(5)

Equation (5) indicates that young workers, for whom the capitalized
value of future earnings will be relatively large, should invest a higher
proportion of their accumulated wealth in risky assets. It is probable
that the optimal proportion will exceed one for some young workers,
implying that such individuals should borrow money in order to invest
in risky assets expected to provide a higher return than the interest rate
on their loans. In Section 3, analogous results to those presented above
will be derived for a model based on maximizing the expected utility of
retirement wealth.

2.3

Practical Application of the Model

A powerful feature of the utility of lifetime consumption model is
that portfolio and consumption choices are optimized together. In theory, the model could be used to advise individuals on how much to
contribute to a retirement fund as well as on their portfolio choices. In
order to use the model in this way, however, we would have to estimate
various items for the individual, such as the parameter for the subjective rate of time preference, which may be difficult to do in practice.
A further problem with the model presented above is its assumption
that individuals save only to increase their future consumption or make
bequests. The leisure-motive is ignored.
A fuller discussion of these problems is given in the appendix, which
concludes that it would be difficult to provide advice to individuals using a model based on maximizing the expected utility of lifetime consumption. For this reason, we derive the main results of this article using the model based on maximizing the expected utility of retirement
~ilih
.
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3 Utility of the Retirement Wealth Model
We now consider the model based on maximizing the expected utility of retirement wealth. Unlike the previous model, the income saved
during future periods is assumed to be predetermined, so the only decision left for the individual is how to adjust the investment portfolio
over the period up to retirement.
The main advantage of this simpler model is that we no longer need
to allow for the subjective rate of time-preference, as we are only interested in the utility of the projected wealth at a fixed point in time. The
disadvantage of this approach is that we cannot allow for adjustments
to the rate of saving that may be desired in light of realized investment
returns.
There are two plausible justifications for ignoring variations in the
future rate of saving. First, if we are applying the model to a definedcontribution pension plan, the scope for varying the future contribution
rate may be limited. 4 Second, the individual's own retirement planning
is likely to be based on some assumed rate of saving until a targeted
retirement age, so a utility-maximization exercise based on this plan is
likely to be of practical help. It follows that the question we are seeking
to answer for any individual is:
The Question: Given a particular rate of saving and a particular age of
retirement, what is my optimal investment policy?
A drawback of the utility of lifetime consumption model is its failure to allow for the leisure motive. Is a model based on maximizing
the utility of retirement wealth any better in this regard? The answer
is that the leisure motive is impliCitly a part of this model because the
individual can choose his/her retirement age, which may be below the
normal retirement age of his/her occupation. This is clearly an imperfect method of allowing for the leisure motive, as there is no attempt
to optimize the retirement age in light of the actual circumstances of
the individual at future ages. Given the near impossibility of anticipating what the individual preference for leisure over work will be at any
future age, it may be the only practical approach.

3.1

Mathematical Description of the Model

In this model it is the remaining period until retirement that is divided into N sub-intervals, each of duration flt. The required variables
4In the U.K., for example, most employer-sponsored DC plans do not allow employees
to take extra salary in lieu of pension benefits.
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are as defined in Section 2.1, except that the consumption and salary
cash flows, Sk and Gk, are replaced with a single cash flow equal to the
contribution made to the retirement fund. Hence, we define Ck as the
contribution to retirement fund at the start of sub-interval k + 1. The
budget-constraint equation is now given by:
Wk+l

=

(1 - Xk)(Wk

+ Ck)e P + XdWk + Ck)e Ok

(6)

where Wk and Ck are non-negative for all possible values of k.
The aim of the model is to find the value of Xn that maximizes:
lEn [U(WN )]

where U(·) is the utility function for retirement wealth. This is again a
multi-period problem, as we must allow for further utility-maximizing
adjustments to the value of Xk over the period up to retirement (for
k > n). It is useful to begin by obtaining a solution for the single
period case, however, as this can later be applied to the multi-period
problem.

3.2

Single-Period Problem

We now obtain the optimal portfolio for an individual investing a
lump sum over a single small time interval of duration t.t. We assume
that the return on the risky asset follows a geometric Brownian motion,
thus:
1
15k ~ N((p- Z(J"Z)M,(J"ZM).

For a lump sum investment, there is no contribution to the retirement fund. The budget constraint becomes:

which can be re-written as:

The (e Ok - eP ) term is the risk premium on the risky asset, which is a
small number over the small duration t.t.
The utility of Wk+l can approximated by a Taylor expansion about
Wk eP :
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U(Wk+ll = U(WkeP) + XkWdeOk - eP)U' (WkeP)

1 2 2 0
+ ZX
k Wk (e k -

P 2

P

II

e ) U (Wke )

+ ....

(7)

Ignoring terms of the order of (M)2, we obtain:
eP = erM

lEde Ok ]

=

;0:;

1 + r!:lt

1

1

exp((p- Z(J"2)M + z(J"2M)
1

;0:;

1 + pM

4

lEk[e2ok] = exp(2(p- Z(J"2)M + z(J"2M)

;0:;

1 + (2p + (J"2)M.

We now apply the lEd· ] operator to both sides of equation (7), inserting
the relationships given above into the right side. Ignoring terms of the
order of (M)2, we obtain:
lEk[U(Wk+ll]

;0:;

U(Wke P) + XkWk(p- r)U'(WkeP)M

+

~X~Wf(J"2UII (WkeP)M.

(8)

The right side of equation (8) is quadratic in Xk and has a global maximum provided that:
U" (WkeP) < O.

The above inequality holds for risk-averse investors.
To find the value of Xk that maximizes the expected utility of wealth,
we take the partial derivative of equation (8) with respect to Xk and set
it equal to zero. The optimal proportion invested in the risky asset is
then given by:
(9)
The continuous time limit of equation (9) is given by setting eP = 1 and
is called the Merton ratio by Panjer et al., (1998). For an iso-elastic utility
function, it is easy to show that equation (9) is identical to Merton's
closed-form solution for the utility of lifetime consumption model as
given in equation (4).
Equation (9) gives us a useful way of interpreting two properties
of utility functions known as absolute risk aversion and relative risk
aversion, which are defined as follows:
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u" (W)

Absolute risk aversion = - U' (W)

WU" (W)
·
. k
.
ReIatlve rIS averSIOn = - U' (W) .

If we apply these definitions in the continuous time limit of equation
(9) (when eP = 1 ), we obtain:

;;2r) / Absolute risk aversion
(J.l ;;2 r) /Relative risk aversion.

Xi: Wk = (J.l
Xi: =

It follows that an investor with a utility function exhibiting constant
absolute risk aversion would be expected to invest the same amount
of wealth in the risky asset, whereas an investor with a utility function
exhibiting constant relative risk aversion would be expected to invest
the same fraction of wealth in the risky asset.
The above results have been derived for a lump-sum investment
made over a single time-period. It remains to be seen whether similar
results can be derived for the multi-period case, with and without future
contributions.

3.3

Multi-Period Problem for a Lump Sum Investment

We now consider the multi-period problem for a lump sum investment. Equation (8) can be applied to the time interval before retirement
as follows:
lEN-dU(WN)] = U(WN-le P ) + XN-l WN-dJ.l- r)MU' (WN-le P )

1

+ X~_l W~_l (T2~tU" (WN-le P ).
From equation (9), we can deduce that the optimal value of
given by:

*

XN -

1 =

(J.l- r) (

P

-U' (WN-le )

XN-l

is

)

(i2 WN-IU"(WN-le P ) '
If we substitute the optimal value of XN-l into the Taylor expansion
for lEN-l [U(WN)], we obtain the following expression for the maximum
value oflEN-dU(WN)] :
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IE*

N-l

3.3.1

[U(W)] = U(W _ eP) _ ~
N
N 1
2

P
(Ji- r)2 [U'(WN_le
)]2 M
.
U"(WN-le P)

(10)

(J

Restricting the Choice of Utility Function

We now observe that the multi-period problem is greatly simplified
for utility functions satisfying the following relationship:
[U' (W)]2 = AU (W)

u" (W)

(11)

where A is a constant. If the above relationship holds, equation (10)
reduces to:
(12)
where" is another constant.
Thus, the maximum expected utility of retirement wealth at the start
of the final time interval has a simple form; it is proportional to the
utility of the retirement wealth that would be obtained by investing in
the risk-free asset. But this is only true for utility functions satisfying
the relationship given above in equation (11). It is not difficult to show
that the HARA class of utility functions, referred to in equation (3), meet
this requirement.
3.3.2

Moving Back One Period

If we now consider the optimal portfolio choice at the start of the
penultimate time interval, the law of iterated expectations allows us to
express the maximum expected utility of the retirement wealth as:
1E~_2[U(WN)] = 1E~_2[1E~_1[U(WN)]].

For HARA utility functions we can use equation (12) to substitute for
which gives:

1E~_l[U(WN)]'

1E~_2[U(WN)] = "1E~_2[U(WN-leP)].

Thus, the optimal portfolio choice at the start of the penultimate time
interval is obtained by finding the value of XN-2 that maximizes the
value ofIEN-2[U(WN-le P)].
On multiplying through the budget constraint equation for the penultimate sub-interval by eP , we obtain the following formula:
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WN-1e P

= WN_2e 2p + XN_2WN_2eP(eDN-2 - e P ).

This expression leads to a Taylor expansion for U (WN -1 eP ). Neglecting
terms of higher order than second gives:
U(WN-1e P ) = U(WN_2e2p)

+ XN_2WN_2eP(eDN-2

+ ~X~_2W~_2e2P(eDN-2

- e P )U'(WN_2e 2p )

- eP)2U"(WN_2e2P).

We now follow the same steps presented in Section 3.2 to obtain the
following expressions for IEN-2[U(WN-1e P )] and Xf<-2 :
IEN-2 [U(WN-1e P )] = U(WN_2e2p)

+ XN-2WN-2eP (11 -

r)MU' (WN_2e

2p

+ ~ X~_2 W~_2e2P (}"2 iltU" (WN_2e 2p )

* _ (11- r)

X N- 2 -

(}"2

(

e2p
-U'(WN_2
) )
WN-2 U "(WN-2e 2p )

_p

e

.

On comparing the expressions for Xf<-2 and Xf<-l' we see that although
the derivatives of the utility function have different arguments, both
are equal to the current wealth multiplied by the risk-free return compounded up to retirement. The only other difference is that the expression for Xf<-2 is discounted by the risk-free interest rate for a single
period.
3.3.3

The General Solution

It is not difficult to see the pattern that will emerge if we continue
to move backwards in time, period by period. As long as we are using a
utility function of the HARA class, an expression of the following form
will apply at the end of the nth sub-interval:
1E~[U(WN)] = .\1E~[U(Wn+leP(N-n-l))].

The Taylor expansion for
constraint as follows:

U(Wn+leP(N-n-l))

is derived using the budget

And the optimal proportion invested in the risky asset will be:

)

llO
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*_

Xn - (

11 - r

u2

- U '(Wn ep(N-n») )
) ( WnU"(WneP(N-n»)

e

-p(N-n-l)

.

(13)

On substituting the generic HARA utility function U(W), i.e.,
U(W) = (W - A)l-y
(1- y)

W;::A

(14)

where A can be interpreted as the minimum retirement wealth required
for subsistence, we obtain:

*=

Xn

(Il-r)
yu

2

(Wn-Arp(N-n») p
We.
n

(15)

Equation (15) indicates that the amount of wealth that should be invested in the risky asset is proportional to excess of the accumulated
wealth over that amount that can guarantee the subsistence wealth at
retirement. Thus, the individual should follow a strategy in which the
subsistence wealth is guaranteed by investing a proportion of the fund
at the risk-free rate and the remainder of the fund is split between
the risky and risk-free asset, according to the Merton ratio. Samuelson
(1989) observes that this result implies that the proportion invested in
the risky asset will decline nearing retirement if the accumulated wealth
is fixed over time. The accumulated wealth is likely to increase over
time, often at a faster rate of growth than the risk-free rate, however,
so the above result is not really an argument for lifestyle strategies.
If we set A = 0 we get the optimal proportion for an iso-elastic utility
function, which is identical to Merton's result for the utility of lifetime
consumption model, as given in Section 2.2. The single-period solution
of equation (9) also gives this result for an iso-elastic utility function,
indicating that the short-term and long-term problems have the same
solution for this type of utility function.

3.4

Multi-Period Problem for a Lump Sum and Future Contributions

The multi-period solution of equation (15) does not provide a strong
case for investing in a less risky portfolio on nearing retirement, and
the solution for an iso-elastic utility function supports a policy of investing the same fraction of wealth in risky assets at all durations from
retirement. The problem we have considered, however, is not a realistic one for most members of defined-contribution pension plans, as
no allowance has been made for future contributions. We shall show
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that there is a strong case for lifestyle strategies when the individual
expects to make further contributions to the retirement fund.
Equation (6) gives the general form of the budget constraint, which
in the time interval before retirement can be written as:

If we now obtain a Taylor expansion for U (WN) and follow the same
steps as given in Section 3.2, the only change in the expression for
optimal equity proportion at the start of the final time interval is that
WN-I is replaced by (WN-I + CN-I), hence:

x*

_(f.1- r )(-U'((WN- I +CN-I)ePp ))(

N-I -

(}"2

U"((WN-I

+ CN-I)e

)

1

WN-I

+ CN- I

)
.

For a utility function of the HARA class, the expression for the maximum value of the expected retirement wealth at the start of the final
time interval becomes:
JE~_dU(WN)] = AU((WN-I + CN-de P ).

To obtain a Taylor expansion for U((WN-I + CN-I)e P) the budget constraint for the penultimate time interval needs to be expressed in the
following form:
(WN-I

+ CN-I)e P = (WN_2e 2p + CN _2e2p + CN-Ie P)
+ XN-2(WN-2 + CN_2)e P (e DN - 1 - eP ).

Hence, the Taylor expansion for the penultimate time interval will be
taken about the first term in brackets on the right side of the above
equation. This term is equal to the retirement wealth that could be
secured by investing wholly in the risk-free asset, allowing for future
contributions as well as the current fund. This leads to the following expression for the optimal portfolio choice at the start of the penultimate
sub-interval:
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3.4.1

The General Solution

The pattern emerging is now clear: for any earlier time interval,
the derivatives of the utility function will have an argument equal to
the projected retirement wealth using the risk-free interest rate. For
each period moved backward, we must discount the expression by the
risk-free interest rate for a single period. It follows that the general
expression for the optimal portfolio choice is:

*

Xn =

N-l)
(U ) ( un (WneP(N-n) + kt C,eP(N-k») (W
J1 - r
--2-

-U'(WneP(N-n)

+ 2:

CkeP(N-k»)

k=n
N 1

e-p(N-n-l)

n

.

+ en

)
(16)

On substituting the generic form for HARA utility functions, as given
in equation (14), we obtain:
Wn

x*=(J1-r)
n
y(T2

(

N-l

+ 2:

Cke-p(k-n) - Ae-p(N-n)

k=n
Wn

+ Cn

)

e P.

(17)

The amount invested in the risky asset is proportional to the excess
of the total wealth over the amount required to guarantee subsistence at
retirement, where total wealth includes both the accumulated fund and
the present value of future contributions. Allowing for the capitalized
value of future contributions in this way is analogous to allowing for
the capitalized value of future earnings in the utility of consumption
model, as described in Section (2).
Equation (17) shows that when future contributions are expected the
case for a lifestyle strategy is strong: workers should invest a higher
proportion of their accumulated fund in risky assets when the capitalized value of their future contributions is high, i.e., when they are
young.

4

Graphical Presentation of Results

We now demonstrate how the solution for the optimal portfolio
choice, as given by equation (17), can be presented graphically. We
start by making the assumption that contributions to the fund occur at
a uniform rate, so that equation (17) becomes:
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X* =
n

J.l- r) (Wn + caN_nip - Ae-p(N-n)) e
(-yo-2Wn + C
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P

(18)

where C is the fixed contribution at the start of each time interval.
For the purpose of our graphical presentation we shall use the continuous time limit of equation (18), in which the variables will be reexpressed in terms of the duration from retirement, T, and a continuous rate of contribution, C. If we allow the length of each time interval,
t.t, to tend to zero so that (N - n)t.t = T and caN_nip ~ Caflr we
find that equation (18) converges to:
X* =
T

rT
(J.lr)
(WT + Caflr - Ae- ) .
yo-2
WT

(19)

The age-dependent variables on the right side of equation (19) are
(WT, T). If we assume that the other parameters are constants for any

one individual, X';' is effectively a function of these two variables.
4.1

Portfolio Isoquants

Equation (19) can be represented graphically by plotting curves in
the (WT, T) plane for which the optimal proportion X';' is a constant.
Each of these curves will be referred to as an isoquant.
Let To be the unique solution to the equation
Ca1Qlr - Ae- rTo = O.

On solving for To, we get
To

=

Ar) .

1
(1+ C
rln

(20)

At this duration X';' is independent of the accumulated wealth WT. The
portfolio isoquant at duration To is a vertical line in the (WT, T) plane,
and the optimal proportion invested in the risky asset at this duration
is given by:
X';'o

=

yo-2 .
(J.l-r)

Thus, the duration To is the one at which the individual will always
invest the same proportion of accumulated wealth in the risky asset,
this proportion being equivalent to the continuous time limit of the
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Merton ratio given in Section 2.2. We shall show that the other isoquants
are curves that intersect at the point: WT = 0, T = To.s

4.2

Choice of Parameter Values

We shall work in inflation-adjusted currency units, so that the uniform contribution rate, t, is a contribution that rises in line with inflation. The subsistence retirement wealth, A, is expressed in terms of
today's dollars. Contributions rising with inflation are more representative of a typical retirement plan than fixed nominal contributions, and
it is easier and more natural to estimate the retirement wealth required
for subsistence in terms of current dollars.
The investment-related parameters are:
• The expected real return on the risky asset (which equals

ell - 1);

• The standard deviation of the real force of return on the risky
asset (which equals 0-); and
• The real risk-free return (which equals er - 1).
For the purpose of our illustration we shall take the risky asset as a
representative portfolio of U.S. equities and the risk-free asset as U.S.
Treasury bills. Annual data for the gross returns on each of these assets,
deflated by the Consumer Price Index, are given in the Barclays Capital Equity-Gilt Study 2001. 6 The following parameter estimates were
obtained from these data over the 40 consecutive calendar years from
1961 to 2000:
f.1

=

0.068,

0- =

0.17,

r

=

0.015.

The other parameters in equation (19) are specific to the individual.
They are:
• A, the subsistence retirement wealth;

• t, the annual rate of contribution; and
• )I,

the limiting value of the individual's relative risk aversion.

5 As there is no wealth to invest at WT = 0, it does not matter that the isoquants
intersect there.
6Barclays Capital is a U.K. investment bank. The source for its U.S. equity returns is
an index of historic stock prices supplied by the University of Chicago Graduate School
of Business.
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The parameter A can be removed by setting A = 1, in which case
both the accumulated wealth and the annual contribution are measured
relative to the subsistence retirement wealth. Reasonable values for t
may lie in the range 0.025 to 0.05, so that the individual is saving at a
rate that reasonably could assure the required subsistence wealth over
a typical working life of 40 years. Panjer et al., (1998) quote Constantinides (1990) in which a value of 2 is recommended for the relative risk
aversion of a typical investor, whereas Kapur and Orszag (1998) assume
a value of 1.25 for an iso-elastic utility function. As our parameter :y
gives the lower limit of the individual's relative risk aversion (as wealth
tends to infinity), a reasonable range of values might be from 1.0 to 1.5.
4.3

Comments on Figures 1-4

Figures 1-4 were obtained by solving equation (19) for the fixed values of XT corresponding to each portfolio isoquant. As mentioned in
Section 4.1, the isoquants meet at a fixed point on the horizontal axis,
WT = O. The duration from retirement at this point, To, is as given by
equation (20).
Each graph corresponds to a particular rate of contribution, t, and
a particular risk aversion parameter, :y. It follows that any graph would
have to be tailored to the circumstances of a particular individual. At
any time, we can plot the position of an individual on the graph, as
defined by the duration from retirement (T) and the market value of the
accumulated fund (WT). If this point lies between two isoquants, the
optimal equity proportion lies between the proportions corresponding
to each isoquant. The precise value of this optimal proportion is given
by equation (19).
As the duration from retirement reduces, we would expect the accumulated wealth of most individuals to increase. Such individuals will
map a line on each graph that slopes upwards from the right. The desirability of investing a greater proportion of wealth in the risk-free asset
on nearing retirement is immediately apparent from the graphs. As
the duration from retirement reduces, the individual passes through
isoquants for which the optimal equity proportion gets smaller and
smaller. These graphs suggest that the case for lifestyle investment
strategies is a powerful one.
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Figure 3

Portfolio Isoquants (C = 0.05 and y = 1.5)
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The isoquants at the furthest durations from retirement are for optimal equity proportions greater than one and have positive gradients.
An optimal proportion greater than one implies that the individual
should borrow at the risk-free rate to increase his/her exposure to equities; the positive gradients imply that the exposure to equities should
be reduced as the accumulated wealth increases.
When the duration from retirement falls below To the isoquants have
negative gradients, which implies that the optimal equity proportion
increases with wealth at any fixed duration from retirement. The final
isoquant is always for XT = O. At this isoquant, the fund should be
invested entirely in risk-free assets, because the projected retirement
wealth is only just sufficient to guarantee subsistence. The model is
indeterminate in the section of the graph below this isoquant, as the
individual has passed beyond the point at which his/her relative risk
aversion is infinite.

5 Summary and Conclusions
The two fundamental questions for individuals who are accumulating savings over their working lives are:
• How much should I save at any given time?
• Where should my accumulated savings be invested?
Models based on maximizing the expected utility of lifetime consumption theoretically can deal with both questions simultaneously. Such
models, however, require individuals to supply comprehensive data on
their future preferences for consumption and leisure. It seems unlikely
that anyone would be able to provide such information. The evidence
suggests that people who engage in long-term financial planning do
so with the aim of accumulating sufficient wealth to provide for their
future needs at a chosen target retirement age; see Uccello (2001).
Models based on maximizing the expected utility of retirement wealth
do not require as much information about future preferences and are
more in tune with the kind of long-term financial plans that people actually make. They are therefore more likely to be of practical value,
even though we can only use them to optimize portfolio choices (and
not saving decisions). Such a model is used to derive a formula for
the optimal proportion of accumulated wealth that should be invested
in equities. We show that individuals who expect to pay future contributions to their retirement fund generally should reduce the equity
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content of their fund over time. Hence, lifestyle investment strategies
for defined-contribution pension plans appear to be justified.
The information provided by this model can be presented graphically in the form of portfolio isoquants. Each graph consists of a series
of curves mapping points in the plane of accumulated wealth against
duration from retirement, and each curve consists of those points at
which the optimal equity proportion is a constant. These graphs show
that individuals who are far from retirement (i.e., those close to the start
of their working lives) should borrow money to increase their equity
proportion above one. We also find that the optimal equity proportion
reduces with wealth at long durations from retirement and increases
with wealth at short durations from retirement.
There are limitations to our model, however. The risky asset returns
are assumed to follow a geometric Brownian motion. As these returns
are independent, the variance of the projected fund increases more
quickly than in alternative stochastic models that incorporate some element of mean reversion. Thus, the model presented in this article
might tend to understate the long-term case for equity investment. On
the other hand, a geometric Brownian motion ignores the possibility of
sudden changes in equity prices (e.g., the equity market crash of 1987),
which tends to understate the short-term risks of equity investment.
Given the parameter uncertainty inherent in any model, it is not clear
whether much would be gained by using a more complex stochastic
model. The possibility of an equity market crash should certainly be
kept in mind, however, when interpreting the results of the model at
durations close to retirement.
Throughout this article we have assumed that the problem of portfolio choice can be reduced to the subdivision of an accumulated fund
between a risky and a risk-free asset. This simplification depends on the
separation principle of portfolio theory, which states that the optimal
portfolio of any individual who can borrow or lend at the risk-free rate
contains a unique sub-portfolio of risky assets. The separation principle assumes that all the available risky assets are marketable, which
is not the case for most individuals: significant non-marketable assets
might include domestic property and defined-benefit penSion assets
(e.g., from a social security scheme). An important area of further work,
therefore, would be to examine the effect of illiquid assets on portfolio
choices in defined-contribution pension plans.
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Appendix: Review of the Utility of the Lifetime Consumption Model
Applying the utility of consumption model as a normative tool requires a method for obtaining each of the following items for the individual we are seeking to advise:
• The utility function, U(·);
• The bequest function, B ( . ); and
• The subjective rate of time-preference,

e.

A 1: Utility Function
A method for obtaining the utility function of any individual is described by Bowers et al., (1997). Essentially, this involves asking the individual what minimum amount of consumption he/she would accept
with certainty in preference to a lottery where the amount of consumption will be either of two values with equal probability. By asking this
question for lotteries offering different levels of consumption, the utility function can be constructed piecewise. Alternatively, this approach
could be used to determine the subjective parameter values of a standard type of utility function (e.g., the HARA class mentioned above).
The model assumes that the utility function will remain unchanged
throughout the lifetime of the individual. While it is unlikely that such
an assumption is generally correct, it may not be too far from the truth
if consumption is measured in inflation-adjusted dollars so that one
unit of future consumption will purchase the same basket of goods
now and in the future. 7

A2: Bequest Function
The bequest function is also subjective-it represents the utility that
the individual attaches to wealth inherited by next of kin (or other beneficiaries of the estate). To derive the bequest function, we need to
determine how much consumption the individual would be prepared
to sacrifice for a given increase in the bequest. A way of approaching
7This makes no allowance for the fact the range of goods available for consumption
in the future may differ from that available today, which would make any quantitative
comparison of intertemporal utilities difficult. If technology continues to improve the
quality and range of goods, one might expect the marginal utility of each inflationadjusted dollar to increase over time.
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this problem is to ask the individual to imagine a scenario in which total
lifetime wealth is fixed, all saving or borrowing is at the risk-free rate,
and any uniform rate of consumption consistent with a non-negative
bequest may be chosen.
It follows that the function we are seeking to maximize can be written as:
Io(G) = U(G)iime +B(WN)

and the lifetime budget constraint is given by:
Giim e + WNe- PN = TWo

where TWo is the present value of total lifetime wealth (assumed to be
fixed).
For any fixed value of TWo we can evaluate possible combination of
G and WN and ask the individual to select the preferred combination
(G*, W~). Eliminating WN between the previous two equations gives:
Io(G) = U(G)iim e - B(TWo e pN - Gsm p).

It can be inferred that 10 (G) has its maximum value for the preferred
consumption, G*, so that:
Ib(G*)

=

u' (G*)iim e - smpB' (TWo epN - G* smp)

= o.

By asking the individual to choose preferred combinations of G and WN
for different values of TWo, the above equation can be used to derive
a suitable bequest function, assuming the utility function is already
known.

A3: Subjective Rate of Time Preference
Last, we require a method of deriving e, the subjective rate of time
preference. This discount rate is intended to allow for the fact that
individuals generally prefer to have goods now rather than goods later.
As a result, they only will postpone buying extra goods if they later can
buy more goods from the money they have saved. Economists have
used this concept to explain the phenomenon of interest; see, e.g., von
Mises (1949).
To arrive at a method of estimating this parameter, we again assume that the individual has a fixed amount of lifetime wealth that can
be reallocated over time by borrowing or lending at the risk-free rate of
interest. We further assume that the individual already has assigned a
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portion of this wealth for the bequest, so that the only remaining decision is how to spend the wealth available for consumption. It follows
that the function we are seeking to maximize Simplifies to:
N-l

10 =

I

U(Ck) exp( -ke)

k=O

subject to the budget constraint:
N-l

I

Ckexp(-kp)

=

cwo

k=O

where CWo is the present value of the wealth available for consumption.
The preferred values of Ck for any fixed value of CWo must maximize 10 subject to the budget constraint. Using the method of Lagrange
multipliers to maximize 10 gives:
U'(Ck)e- kO = i\e- kp ,

where i\ is the Lagrange multiplier. When k

=

0 this becomes:

U'(C(;) = i\.

Eliminating the parameter i\ between these two equations gives:
0_

e -e

p(U'(cn)llk
U'(C(;)

If the individual prefers consumption to be uniformly distributed
over time, then e = p. For any given utility function we could derive
some other pattern of consumption that would give the same value of e
for all values of k. 8 The above equation suggests that the value of e will
not generally be independent of duration, however, which is contrary to
the assumption of the model. It seems probable that many individuals
will have a term-dependent discount rate because their preferred distribution of consumption involves patterns of spending that will vary
over their remaining lifespan.
Another problem concerning the estimation of e is the assumption
that a single rate of discount can be applied to the utility of total consumption in any time interval. Strictly, we can only infer the discount
rate for the marginal utility of consumption at different durations. This
8For an iso-elastic utility function the preferred amount of consumption would have
to change over time at a fixed compound rate.
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point is made clear by assuming a more general form for the utility of
consumption over each time interval, so that:
N-l

10 =

L Uk(Gd.

k=O

In the existing model we have Uk(Gk)
instead had assumed:

f u'

= U(Gk)e- ke ,

but suppose we

Gk

Uk(Gk) =

(z)

exp( -k8(z))dz

GmJn

where Gmin is the minimum level of consumption required for subsistence and the discount rate 8 now depends on the level of consumption.
If we again apply the method of Lagrange multipliers to maximize
10 for our new utility function we obtain:

~GUkk IGk-_G * = U'(G~)exp(-k8(G~))

U

=

i\e- kP .

k

This is the same expression as before, with 8(G~) replacing 8. Thus, if
we derive a value of 8 from the preferred distribution of consumption
for any given total wealth, what we obtain is a discount rate for the
marginal utility of consumption. If we change the total wealth available
for consumption and ask the individual to select new values of G~, we
cannot be certain that we will obtain the same discount rate for any
given duration. This will only be so if the discount rate is independent
of Gk, as assumed by the model.
Is it necessary to assume that the discount rate is a function of consumption? Consider the purchase of a durable good with a useful life
of T periods. By delaying the purchase of this good for one period,
I sacrifice the use of the good in period 1 for the use of the good in
period T + 1. If I prefer to use this good sooner rather than later, my
subjective rate of discount will be an increasing function of T.9 Now
as durable goods have a wide range of useful lives, we can infer that
different discount rates will apply to different goods. This suggests
that the subjective rate of time preference might vary with the level
of consumption in a complex manner that depends on the ordering of
preferences for different goods at different times.
9This reasoning is consistent with the observation that people assume loans to purchase goods with long useful lives, such as motor vehicles, but are less inclined to
borrow money for short-term expenditures.
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The above considerations suggest that use of a constant subjective rate of time preference is an oversimplification that probably only
can be justified for individuals who are prepared to accept that their
planned future consumption always should be uniformly distributed
over time. Allowing for more complex patterns of consumption results
in a term-dependent discount rate that probably also varies with the
amount of consumption at any duration. As well as complicating the
solution of the model, a serious difficulty would arise in attempting to
deduce this subjective discount function for any individual: it seems
highly unlikely that people are sufficiently knowledgeable about their
own preferences to give reliable answers to the many hypothetical questions that would be necessary.
A4: The Disutility of Work

The model we are considering assumes that the motive for saving
is either to increase future consumption or to provide a bequest. This
ignores the disutility of work: an important reason for saving might be
to reduce the amount of future work required to obtain a desired level
of consumption combined with a desired amount of bequest. The disutility of work (or leisure motive) is important enough to be recognized
in economic textbooks as a critical component in any model of the labor market; see, for example, Begg, Fischer, and Dornbusch (2000) pp.
183-186.
The practical Significance of the leisure motive also is illustrated
in the service tables used by pension actuaries, where the sum of the
decrements for voluntary early retirement is typically greater than the
decrement at the normal retirement age.
Attempts have made to incorporate the leisure motive into models
of consumer choice involving utility functions. For example, Debreu
(1959) envisages a utility function for the entire consumption plan of
an individual. This plan consists of the number of goods of a specific
type, bought (or sold) at a specific time and location, throughout the
lifespan of the individual. Goods bought are treated as positive numbers (inputs), and goods sold are treated as negative numbers (outputs).
As the most important type of output for most individuals will be the
sale of their labor, this generalized utility function does implicitly allow
for the disutility of work. For the purpose of the model under consideration, we might replace the utility function for consumption with a
utility function of the form:
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where Hk is the number of hours worked in the kth time interval.
In this revised model, Hk would be a third variable to be optimized,
along with Gk and Xk. Moreover, the future salary of the individual, Sk,
also would be a random variable equal to Hk multiplied by the projected
hourly rate of pay. This would make the model more difficult to solve,
but a more immediate question is whether a utility function of the form
shown above could be derived for any individual.
The first observation to make about the suggested consumption
leisure utility function is that we cannot realistically expect it to remain the same over the lifespan of the individual. The disutility of
work increases with age because working becomes more onerous. At
some age most people become incapable of work irrespective of their
personal preference for leisure. Thus, we must specify a function of
the form Uk(Gk. -Hk) that changes over the lifespan of the individual
in some manner to be determined. The derivation of this function for
any individual would have to allow for the following facts:
• The disutility of work is affected by factors such as state of health,
job satisfaction, and the opportunity for meaningful activities outside work; and
• The hourly rate of pay has a critical impact on the consumption/leisure trade-off, as a higher rate of pay will allow more leisure
without any sacrifice of consumption.
Although an individual should be able to allow for the above factors
in making current choices between leisure and work, it would be impossible to expect an individual to predict how these factors will affect
future choices. The rate of pay that the individual will be able to obtain
will depend on his/her physical and mental capacity for work, which
will begin to deteriorate at an uncertain future age and will fall to zero
when the individual is no longer capable of working. It is also unlikely
that any individual could predict the comparative satisfaction that will
be derived from work and leisure activities many years into the future.
Thus, although the disutility of work is an important factor influencing
the choice between consumption and saving, it is difficult to incorporate into a quantitative model based on the maximizing lifetime utility.

AS: Allowing for Mortality
An unrealistic feature of the utility of consumption model is the assumption of a predetermined lifespan. Kapur and Orszag (1999) show
that this defect can be remedied by allowing for survival probabilities
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in projecting the utility of future consumption. They apply this method
specifically to retired individuals with no bequest motive and no future
earnings, so that the function to be maximized becomes:
In =

f U(Gk)e-ke~

k=n

In

where the lkS are taken from a suitable life table.
They assume that such individuals would divide their wealth between a risky asset and the purchase of whole-life annuities. If the
whole-life annuities are priced using the risk-free interest rate, the modified budget constraint becomes:
Wk+l = (1 - Xk)(Wk - GK)e P+qk

+ Xk(Wk

- GK)e Ok

where qk is the (non-random) force of mortality over sub-interval k + l.
Under the same conditions as stated above for Merton's closed-form
solution for an iso-elastic utility function, the formula for the optimal
proportion of wealth invested in the risky asset becomes:
X* =
n

qn
) e
(J.I-ryu
2

P•

This is similar to the result for a fixed lifespan, the only difference
being that the risk-free rate r is replaced with r + qk. The implication of
this result is that retired individuals should progressively switch their
wealth into whole-life annuities as they grow older and disinvest in risky
assets on reaching the age at which the force of mortalitylO is greater
than the risk premium on these assets.

A6: Conclusion
The utility of lifetime consumption model, as described by Merton
(1969, 1971), enables us to find optimal values for how much individuals should save (or borrow) at different points in their lifespan and
how their accumulated wealth should be split between risky and riskfree assets. By optimizing both consumption and portfolio choices, the
model accounts for individuals who might wish to save more (or less) if
past investment returns have been worse (or better) than expected. The
model also allows for the desire of the individual to make bequests.
lOThis is the force of mortality used to price annuities rather than the member's
subjective force of mortality.
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In applying the model as a decision-making tool in advising individuals on how to optimize their portfolio and consumption choices, various
subjective items must be derived for the individual concerned. These
are the utility function, the bequest function, and the subjective rate
of time-preference. While the first two items might reasonably be estimated by asking the individual suitable hypothetical questions, such
an approach may not be feasible for the subjective discount rate. The
assumption of a constant discount rate may be a flaw in the model; it
seems possible that the discount rate will depend on both the duration
and the amount of consumption.
The generalized form of the model allows for future earnings from
work as well as investment gains, but this leads to another problem. It
is wrong to assume that workers accumulate savings purely to increase
their future consumption or the size of their bequests. A powerful motive for saving is to substitute leisure for work, often by retiring before
the normal retirement age of an occupation. Although utility functions
that allow for the disutility of work have been proposed, the form of
any such function is likely to change significantly over the lifespan of
the individual. It seems unlikely that we could find a reliable method
of deriving a worker's consumption-leisure utility function many years
into the future.
Although the model assumes a fixed lifespan, it can be modified to
allow for survival probabilities taken from an actuarial life table. As
mortality increases with age, the impact of this modification on portfolio and consumption choices also will increase with age; hence, this
form of the model is likely to be of most practical use for retired individuals. Although the issue of the leisure motive does not arise for
retired people (as they have given up work by definition), the problems
associated with estimating the subjective rate of time preference remain.
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